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During these uncertain and complicated years, we have

been forced to stay at home and experience the household

as a refuge. The desire to cross the threshold and conquer

the outside has become an actual necessity.

Nowadays we find ourselves approaching the house not

only as a place enclosed by walls, but we perceive it as an

element that blends with the outside, rediscovering that

bond between man and nature which is essential for every

living being.

The brand-new Vismara collection for
Outdoor takes its first steps with
products designed to fully enjoy private
entertainment even in the open air, simply
by opening the door of your garden.

The main entrance leads to the residential game room

furnished with different types of game tables.  The

protagonist of this setting is undoubtedly the brand-new

Oskar Foosball Table, whose sinuous shape and 50's design

make it a timeless product. Oskar is inspired by the

theatrical figures of Bauhaus master Oskar Schlemmer. The

playful spirit of this new foosball table is particularly

noticeable in the design of its little players, made of turned

aluminum sections and characterized by curvilinear

silhouettes.

Another new entry in the game tables family is Enigma. A

product waiting to be discovered which reveals hidden tops

that give you the opportunity to try your hand at different

games: from Indian Carrom to Bridge, from Chinese

Mahjong to Chess. Enigma is a multigame table, designed to

entertain four players and equipped with all the accessories

for the various games.



If the house
represents comfort,

the Outdoor 
is a safe passage

towards the outside
world.



ALULA
Outdoor Modular Sofa





ECLISSE
Outdoor Coffee Table





EGEO
Outdoor Table Tennis







OSKAR
Foosball Table





ENIGMA
Multigame Table







DRY
Home Bar



ARGO DUNE
Dartboard Cabinet



SHANGHAI
Poker Table



POSH
Mahjong Table





THE MULTIPURPOSE
Room



Kubrik Reclining Sofa, already introduced in 2022 at

Salone del Mobile, is the great protagonist of this space.

With its endless comfort invites to relax and enjoy a movie,

a football match or a video game night with friends.

This homey looking room is the perfect area to place game

tables too. A mix of Cinema and Games to experience

moments of pure relaxation and fun

We are now in the Multi-purpose Room.
A space equipped with all comforts, a
hybrid setting halfway between a Cinema
Room and a Relax Room. 





KUBRIK
Reclining Modular Sofa





BLOW
Air Hockey Table



Watch the 
full video

www.vismara.it

https://youtu.be/7C1VingWOrA
https://youtu.be/7C1VingWOrA
https://youtu.be/7C1VingWOrA
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